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Andrew Goldfinch is the Managing
Director of LeisureTech Electronics
and the co-inventor of the A-BUS
Technology.
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Inside This Issue

H

ere in the first quarter of 2007,
indications from the home building industry
are that the market has bottomed out and is
turning the corner. More and more
homebuilders are using home technology as
an attractive upgrade. A-BUS is an ideal
solution for affordable multi-room audio that
is easy to install and simple to operate.
EHX is always one of LeisureTech’s favorite
shows and the Spring EHX in particular is
one of our best events worldwide. Andrew,
Scott and Peter will be making the rounds
all over the show so be sure to look for them
with extra newsletters in hand and some
exciting A-BUS news to pass along.
There are many new and exciting A-BUS
products here at Spring EHX along with the
addition of Scott Sylvester to the A-BUS
team. Please check out the show locator for
the A-BUS partners exhibiting here in
Orlando and see for yourself.
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S

pring EHX here in Orlando is the tail end of one of my
trademark world journeys that I keep putting myself through. I
complain about these marathon trips but between you and I, I
enjoy them. Ironically, the beginning of this trip started in Orlando
where I attended the International Builders Show (IBS) last month.
There is an old saying: when America sneezes, the rest of the
world catches a cold. The American homebuilding industry has
long been one of the main engines of the US economy and
therefore its health can have a significant impact on the global
economy as well.
Despite new housing starts being off by 17% in 2006,
December’s monthly number registered a surprisingly strong
increase. Was this a one month anomaly or the sign of a
rebound? Along with 100,000 of my closest friends, I wanted to
get a read at IBS of where the market is headed.
In spending three days at IBS, and meeting with a wide range of
builders, architects, and integrators, one thing clearly stood out
about all the good people I spoke with. There are those that value
home technology, are comfortable with it and readily see its
business benefits in new housing. And then there are those that
simply don’t…at least not yet anyway.
Following on that observation, it also became apparent that those
in the building sector who embrace home technology, see this as
an opportune time to offer value-added upgrades (like A-BUS ).
While those who are not comfortable with technology, simply use
the current climate as an excuse to sit on the sidelines.
Is the glass half empty or half full? It is all what you make of it. I
say the opportunity for home technology is alive and building.
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Scott Sylvester
Connects With LeisureTech
Industry Notable to Head U.S.
Operations and A-BUS Licensing

L e i s u r e Te c h

Electronics is excited to
announce that Scott Sylvester
has joined the company as
Vice President of U.S.
Operations. In his new role,
Scott will primarily focus on
business development and
strategy of A-BUS technology
as well as OEM product
supply
to
LeisureTech’s
sixteen
A-BUS
partners
located throughout the world.

The appointment took place in January with Scott based
in his home office in Southern California just outside of
San Diego, CA. So far in 2007, he has been traveling
throughout the U.S. meeting with A-BUS licensees in
support of their sales efforts.
With a successful career in audio that spans more than
three decades, Mr. Sylvester was most recently with
Sonance for seven years as Director of Product Strategy.
Prior to that, he had long-term executive roles with other
leading brands such as Denon Electronics, Yamaha
Electronics and dbx.
One of the most popular figures in the consumer
electronics industry, Scott Sylvester is particularly
distinguished for his leading role in education. A
frequent presenter at CEDIA and EHX, Mr. Sylvester is a
member of the board of the CEA Multi-Room AV Council
and also serves on the TecHome Education Committee.
About Scott’s appointment to the company, LeisureTech
Founder and Managing Director Andrew Goldfinch
stated, “Scott’s addition to our team represents a major
step forward in our growth as well as our continued
development as a leader in the multi-room audio market.
With success comes a need for continuous
improvement, especially in areas of developing our
technology, our capability to leverage it and combining
them with a clear vision of the future. Scott brings all that
and more to LeisureTech, so along with everyone at the
company, we are delighted to welcome him on board.”
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Multi-Service Provider solutions and
Multi-Room Audio for Multi-Dwelling Units

Lately,

there has been much talk about the
MDU market (Multi-Dwelling Unit). Once ignored
as a non-factor by integrators, this market is
quickly growing as a boon for consumer electronic
and technology installations. As baby boomers
move and downsize their homes and downtown
revitalization takes place across the country’s
larger cities, condos and high-end apartments
have skyrocketed, from Miami, to Minneapolis, to
Las Vegas.
As the technology to provide voice, data, and
video services to the home has converged, so to
are the service providers that are delivering them.
Most developers now require access for both the
telco and cable company in each unit to provide
the
maximum
flexibility
for
tenants.
Integrators/Installers that can make it easier for the
tenants to switch from one provider to another for
all services without having to tear through
connections, are more likely to get hired by the
developer to provide the wiring than installers
without a plan to handle such requests.
Suttle, with installation and design partners such
as ESCC, of New York, NY, and Infinisys, of
Daytona Beach, FL, created some unique and
highly functional solutions to allow multiple
providers easy access. The result is a simple
cost-effective
solution
to
manage
moves/adds/changes that even the home-owner
can easily handle, saving the service provider and
the integrator a costly service call.
Additionally, demand has heated up for mult-room
audio solutions as an important selling feature.
Like production homes, the good thing about
MDUs is the wiring plan can be repeated over and
over, maximizing efficiency. A-BUS is especially
ideal for MDUs because of its’ cost efficient
technology that uses a single CAT5e cable rather
than stringing BOTH CAT5e and speaker wire and
requiring powerful amplifiers to drive the system.
Suttle and A-BUS, the answer to “the multi-factor”!

Commenting on his move to LeisureTech, Scott stated, “I
am not only excited about the career opportunity for me
personally but also for the exciting business
opportunities for A-BUS and our partners. I have long
admired LeisureTech and what they have been able to
accomplish with A-BUS. With my background and focus
on multi-room audio, I am confident I can help further
develop the A-BUS platform and solidify its place as the
affordable standard in the industry.
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HAVE YOU HEARD IT?

LeisureTech Receives A-BUS Patent in the US
News Strengthens A-BUS Position as Innovators of Cat-5 Audio Solutions

Seven

years after filing and eighteen months after receiving notice of its allowance
by the U.S Patent Office, LeisureTech Electronics, inventors of A-BUS the popular
multi-room audio technology, announced that they have received US patent no. 7,181,023
for their A-BUS technology. LeisureTech already holds patents for their A-BUS technology
in Europe, Australia, New Zealand, Canada and Mexico.
Andrew Goldfinch, founder of LeisureTech and co-inventor of A-BUS
technology, commented, “This is very welcome news indeed and it
certainly reaffirms our long-held belief that A-BUS is a truly compelling
idea. Over the last seven years, LeisureTech and our partners have
successfully marketed the many benefits of A-BUS technology throughout
the world. Having the actual U.S. patent in hand, will further strengthen the
A-BUS platform as the standard for affordable multi-room audio.”
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A-BUS is a unique, proven technology for multi-room audio that utilizes a single Category 5 cable to carry signal, data,
IR, status and power. This ingenious approach places the amplifiers closer to the speakers, enabling superior sound
quality, increased flexibility, simpler installation, consumer-friendly operation and greater affordability. One of the key
benefits to A-BUS is that it is virtually plug and play so that any A-BUS product will work with another, regardless of
brand. A-BUS is currently licensed to more than fifteen leading companies with various and diverse product offerings in
the multi-room audio category.

We Deliver More...

Peace of Mind
25 Year Warranty on
certified systems

CHOICE
FOR CONNECTIVITY

Knowledge
24 hour online training and
product information

Customer Service
More then just lip service

Strength

With SOHO Access™ we

High grade materials of
construction that surpass
the industry standard

at Suttle offer you a quality,

Bottom Line

flexible, and competitive

SOHO Access™ by Suttle
delivers increased value at
a competitive price

product that is easy to install

Efficiency

and simple to use. We also

Installer friendly designs
allow one-person installations
for all enclosure sizes

deliver 24-hour training,
product specs, and installation
information all from our
comprehensive website. Call
or visit us on the web today
and see for yourself.

1-800-852-8662
www.suttlesoho.com
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Faster Installs
Installation speed enhancing
product features

Support Tools
www.suttlesoho.com,
our Builder Program,
and more
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Teaching your son air guitar.

Just one of the joys of
multi-room audio from
Eaton.
Eaton knows the
importance music and
audio play in everyday
life. It is because of this
knowledge that we have
developed a multi-room
audio solution that offers:
•
•
•
•
•

Easy Installation
Multi-source with 8 zones
Great Sound
One wire to run
Single-source with 6 zones

It’s all here—A-Bus multi-room audio
with Eaton’s new 6 zone hub (model
ESWAM600C). Or for added flexibility,
the new ESWAM4800C multi-source
hub puts a world of entertainment at
your fingertips.
EatonElectrical.com

Russound Announces 2007 Training Schedule With Revised
A-BUS Courses - 02/05/2007
After

an incredibly successful season with its “All Wired
Up” training program, Russound has announced a 2007 training schedule with revised course offerings. Based on
feedback from participants, the Russound Education Department has reformatted the A-BUS® system training course
offered to multiroom A/V professionals to provide information focused to either sales personnel or system designers and
installers.
The cornerstones of the new course line-up are classes covering Russound’s multiroom distribution equipment, the
A-BUS Amplified Volume Control Systems, Sales Track and A-BUS Amplified Volume Control Systems, Design and
Installation Track.
For Sales professionals, the A-BUS Sales track course is a two-hour training program that outlines A-BUS Amplified
Volume Control Systems and how they work. The course goes into great detail in explaining what components make up
the Russound A-BUS line, and how they integrate for specific integration solutions. Also included is information on
establishing consumer and system requirements, how to present A-BUS systems to consumers in a pre-sale situation,
and presenting accessories and future upgrades.
The alternate A-BUS course, for System Designers and Installers, offers extensive product overview and pre-wiring
strategies. This course also includes “hands-on” component connection, programming, and system troubleshooting, as
well as hints and tips for “delivering” the installed system to the consumer.
The 2007 Russound “All Wired Up” training program is already underway. For more information on Russound’s
in-house, online and Road Show training programs, please visit www.russound.com/edu
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Points of Leicht
Getting On The A-BUS
This article is the final installment in a series of three articles

In the last issue, we discussed “custom” vs. “structured” A-BUS system architecture; two
distinctly different methods of distributing A-BUS signals around the house.
Let’s now look at how we get our sources into an A-BUS system in the first place.

The Interface Module
The audio signals from a source component must be converted to
the A-BUS format in order to “get onto the bus”. For
standard audio sources with RCA stereo output jacks,
this is done by plugging the sources into an
by Eric Leicht
A-BUS Interface Module (see. Fig. 1), which
allows for distribution of one to four sources.
An A-BUS jack built into a source or the Zone 2 output of an A/V receiver
(see Fig. 2) makes the source “A-BUS Ready” and eliminates the need
for the Interface Module.

Local TV Audio Override
When a Local Input Module (LIM) (see Fig. 3) is used at a TV location in
a bedroom, the TV sound will override the main audio system in that one
Fig. 1 A-BUS Four-Source
room. This is a very popular use of a LIM. It should be noted that when
Interface Module
a LIM is used in this way, the TV audio output should be a fixed line
level. If that type of output is
not available, a variable output can be used, but the volume must be left fairly
high, so the TV’s internal speakers should be turned off or set to External.

Local vs. Global Source Inputs
A LIM-like device can also be used as the main source, thus acting as an
in-wall Interface Module. Effectively, in this type of system architecture, we
use the LIM as a global input module. The difference in application is that a
Fig. 2 Harman/Kardon AVR
global source can be accessed by any room in the system, whereas a LIM
645 A/V Receiver – A-BUS jack
feeds only one room in the system. There is a feature difference as well.
Generally, a local source is located in the room in which it is used, so there is no need for remote IR control. When a
global source is located remotely from the room(s) in which it is accessed, it is desirable to be able to route IR or data
commands to the source. In-wall modules are available with IR output ports for this purpose.

iPods as Local or Global Sources
Everyone’s favorite tiny media server, the ubiquitous iPod has become so popular, many
households have several of them and people don’t know where to put them. Fortunately with
devices like the iBusTM (see Fig. 4), iPods can be located just
about anywhere. You can plant multiple iBuses around a
home, have them all wired to a structured multi-source hub
and listen to any of the docked iPods in any room and
that can comprise the entire A-BUS system – look ma, no
headend! And of course, in a household where junior’s
Green Day collection won’t be appreciated, he can dock
his iPod in the local module in the rec room, and take it
with him when he leaves; mom and dad will never know
what they were missing.

Where Do You Want To Go Next?
Fig. 4 Channel Vision
iBus™ Wall-Dock
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Fig. 3 Local Source
Input Module

So that’s it, right? Now we know about “Custom” and
“Structured” and Local and Global. We are excited by all the new products we see this
year at EHX and encourage you to share your own ideas with us.
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Launching this Spring is the innovative A-BUS intercom by Eaton.
Combining ease of installation and simplicity of operation with great sound,
the A-BUS intercom is like no other. Visit us on the web at www.eaton.com
Eaton A-BUS Override
Mutes any Eaton A-BUS audio system when the intercom is activated

Outputs
8 – Room locations / 2 – Door Stations

CAT5 Wiring
Only 1 CAT5 cable is needed for connecting keypads, door stations, and A-BUS audio

Installation Is A Snap
6” form factor makes it easy to install in any Eaton enclosure without taking up a lot of
room for other optional modules

Master Keypad
Easily selects direct one to one access with hands free operation for the receiver.
Room menu shows status of activity
(privacy or baby monitoring). Keypad can
turn mute and monitoring in any room on or
off and remote monitoring is one to one.
Add up to 8 Master Keypads to a system or
mix and match with Mini Master Keypads
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Even More Ways To

Love A-BUS

Is Simple Audio Technology Relevant Today?
Recently, I was asked just why I would leave my last employer to move over to LeisureTech
which offers a much simpler, if not basic approach to multi room audio. My answer is: “exactly” I
have long admired companies that have the simplest of products that people want, or would if
they knew about it. Many people just want to walk into a room and hit a switch for lights, and turn
a knob for music. Technology that actually does something understandable and relevant to
people is desirable.

“Energy Saving” is definitely one of today’s important considerations to homeowners.
Customers prefer conservation of energy! Conventional systems usually provide about 25 watts
RMS at the head end, to provide enough watts to the more distant zones. Any A-BUS system is
vastly more efficient by it’s design than a centrally located amplifier.
by Scott Sylvester

Home Theater stimulated multi room business. What an explosion based on family entertainment. It drove our growth
and got entire families to consider AV as a family home necessity. This in turn has caused a major growth of multi room audio.
Today, in-ceiling speakers sell more units than free-standing designs!

It’s a Flat World. The basic shape of flat-panel monitors is so universally appealing because it takes almost no interior space
in a home. That is a simple concept and very relevant to home architecture and design. It encourages people to integrate their
electronics.
Consider the iPod, and other MP3 players as a giant success. Many in the high end segment thought it was the wrong
message when hard drive systems offer so much more audiophile sound quality. But, today almost every audio control system
offers iPod integration. Just look at its simple user interface that has been adapted and copied into keypad and remote control
designs everywhere. Portable devices are now integrated into home systems to help them be value added.

What does lighting have to do with audio? We need to learn from the amazing success and penetration of lighting
options in the homes of today. What lessons did they learn over the years? Mostly the customer expects a simple and easy
action to control lighting when they want it and without much interaction.
A-BUS is Simple & Green. It’s Low Voltage, low wattage, low energy consuming, low heat generating and highly efficient
by locating the amplifier so close to the speaker end. Even the power management available by the individual amplifier design
is much more effective than the dozens of Multiroom control amplifiers that are either all on, or all off.
So, we want to create ways for us and you to send the message to homebuilders, and homeowners. They are checking off the
Lighting, HVAC, Security, Internet, Home Theater etc. option list, to should be aware of another choice for audio, sound, music
without complexity and major expense. You know there is a big audience at this end of the business.

Contact Us
Scott Sylvester

Andrew Goldfinch
President - LeisureTech Electronics
Sydney, Australia
andrew@a-bus.com

Vice President, USA
619-669-6487
scott@a-bus.com

Geoff Johnson
Peter Hoagland

Logistics Manager

Media Relations & Communications

Sydney, Australia
geoff@a-bus.com

Eric Leicht

Warrenton, Virginia
540-349-9648
peter@a-bus.com

Technical Manager, USA
Resides in Thousand Oaks, California
805-492-7055
eric@a-bus.com

www.a-bus.com
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A-BUS® is a Registered Trademark of LeisureTech Electronics Pty Ltd Sydney, Australia. International Patent Pending LeisureTech Electronics Pty Ltd Sydney, Australia

